Civil Alert Rising/civilalertradio.com is a Public Internet Radio Show that is an all-encompassing forum comprised of a nationwide collective of concerned people, who assist in the increasing awareness of heritage, spirituality, history, civics, law, politics, health, sociology, psychology, industry/craftsmanship, business and economics. Everything that is essential to uplifting falling humanity.

The roots for Civil Alert Rising lie within Civil Alert Radio, a show that aired on AM Radio in Philadelphia from 2000-2008. Civil Alert Radio was founded/ran/operated/funded/hosted by Mahdi El, El Shafiq, Latif, and Sabir Bey and co-hosted by Taj Tarik Bey and Rahsmariah Bey. Civil Alert was created by the people for the people.

Civil Alert Radio was resurrected on the Internet via BlogTalk Radio in December 2011 and evolved into Civil Alert Rising as of May 2012. Civil Alert Rising continues the spirit of Civil Alert Radio. Civil Alert Rising remains strong due to the existing connections and rose quartz like ties to all of Civil Alert's original founders/co-hosts and due to the vibe and effervescence of the researchers, guests, moral supporters, astute listeners and the current host (SentAsha).

If you have any news tips, show ideas or if you would like to be a guest on Civil Alert Rising, please call 404.944.2072 or email news@civilalertradio.com.

The Spirit of the Universal Prophet, Noble Drew Ali lies at the foundation of Civil Alert Rising's Universal Rotarian Complexion.